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ABSTRACT
The polarized Galactic synchrotron and thermal dust emission constitutes a major tool for the study of the Galactic Magnetic Field
(GMF), and to constrain its amplitude and geometry for the regular and turbulent components. In this paper, we review the modeling
of the polarized Galactic emission of interest and present our strategy to best exploit the currently existing data sets. Then, we
investigate a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method to constrain the model parameter space through maximum-likelihood
analysis. Relying on simulations, for a well-known model of the large-scale non-turbulent GMF, we provide MCMC constraints
from the polarized thermal dust emission for two sets of input models of different degree of complexity, proving that the GMF
geometrical structure can be self-consistently reconstructed from the dust polarized emission. We discuss limitations and caveats of
the methodology and we identify sources of systematic errors in the model reconstructions. We also demonstrate that our methodology
can be used to constrain the regular GMF geometry independently of the accuracy of the reconstruction of the Galactic dust grain
distribution. Finally, we use the results of this analysis to demonstrate the coherence of the approach via the accuracy to which we can
reconstruct Galactic synchrotron emission.
Key words. submillimetre: ISM – ISM: dust, magnetic field – polarization – (cosmology) cosmic background radiation – method:
statistical
1. Introduction
From a cosmological perspective, the characterization of the po-
larized diffuse Galactic synchrotron and thermal dust emission
is of prime importance as it dominates the signal in the fre-
quency range of interest for the observation of the Cosmic Mi-
crowave Background (CMB) polarization anisotropies (e.g. see
Planck Collaboration X 2016). In particular, the possible con-
tamination from the polarized diffuse Galactic emission has been
shown to be one of the major limitations for the detection of
primordial CMB polarization B-modes related to the inflation-
ary era in the early universe (BICEP2/Keck Collaboration et al.
2015; BICEP2 Collaboration et al. 2016). Therefore, providing
an accurate modeling of this polarized Galactic emission is of
great importance as it would give confidence on its physical un-
derstanding, and allow accurate testing of the results obtained
from elaborated component-separation techniques (e.g. Planck
Collaboration IX 2016; Planck Collaboration X 2016) which are
used to extract the cosmological CMB signal. The modeling of
the polarized diffuse Galactic emissions is one of the main sci-
entific goals of the European H2020 RADIOFOREGROUNDS
project 1, which motivates the work presented in this paper.
The diffuse polarized Galactic synchrotron emission is pro-
duced by relativistic electrons that spiral along the Galactic mag-
netic field (GMF) lines (see Ginzburg & Syrovatskii˘ 1966, for a
review). Equivalently, the polarized thermal dust emission is pro-
duced by rotating prolate dust grains totally or partially aligned
by the GMF lines (Davis & Greenstein 1951; King & Harwit
1973; Onaka 1996; Lazarian et al. 1996; Onaka 2000; Efroimsky
1 http://www.radioforegrounds.eu/
2002; Jordan & Weingartner 2009; Vaillancourt et al. 2013; An-
dersson et al. 2015; Hoang 2017). Therefore, a combined study
of the diffuse synchrotron and thermal dust polarized Galactic
emission should in principle allow us to constrain the GMF prop-
erties and the Galaxy matter content. This is despite their com-
plex interplay and the degeneracy introduced by the integration
along the line-of-sight.
In the last two decades the polarized diffuse Galactic emis-
sion has been measured to high accuracy and at high angular res-
olution by the WMAP2 and Planck3 satellite experiments (Page
et al. 2007; Planck Collaboration X 2016), which have observed
the sky in polarization in a large range of frequency going from
23 to 353 GHz. The wealth of information present in these full-
sky observations are extremely valuable for modeling the var-
ious components of the Galaxy. In light of these polarization
data, there have been attempts to constrain the geometry of the
GMF and the relative amplitude of their main components (reg-
ular, turbulent,...), and of the Galactic matter content (Page et al.
2007; Ruiz-Granados et al. 2010; Jaffe et al. 2010; Fauvet et al.
2011a; Jansson & Farrar 2012a,b; Fauvet et al. 2012; Jaffe et al.
2013). Because polarization data came first at low-frequencies,
these investigations were driven by the study of the full-sky syn-
chrotron emission. Some of these works additionally consider
rotation measures and dispersion measures of the polarization
vectors from pulsar or extra-galactic radio sources that are due
to Faraday rotation within our Galaxy. See also (Steininger et al.
2018) for a recent work.
2 https://map.gsfc.nasa.gov/
3 http://www.esa.int.Planck
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From these studies, different geometrical structures of the
large-scale GMF have been proposed. It has been established
that the GMF is made of a regular (or coherent) component of
few micro Gauss amplitude to which sum up one or two turbu-
lent components, random and ordered-random (Jansson & Far-
rar 2012a,b; Jaffe et al. 2013; Planck Collaboration XLII 2016).
However, GMF models turn to be complex and highly dimen-
sional (large number of parameters). As a consequence, they are
difficult to constrain in particular by the fact that: (i) the turbu-
lent components (random and/or ordered-random) have ampli-
tudes that might exceed the one of the regular part, and (ii) the
Galactic matter content is also poorly known.
In this paper, we investigate a somewhat different approach
to reconstruct the large-scale GMF from the polarized Galac-
tic diffuse emission based on a Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) method to fit parametric models through maximum-
likelihood analysis. We concentrate here on simulations and re-
sults on the real dataset are given in a companion paper (Pelgrims
& Macías-Pérez 2018). In Sect. 2 we review the modeling of the
polarized diffuse Galactic emission from the three-dimensional
models of the distribution of matter in the Galaxy and of the
GMF. As motivated in Sect. 3, we choose to tackle the model-
ing of the GMF from the high frequency range, i.e. using po-
larization data of the diffuse Galactic thermal dust emission to
constrain the parameter space of the GMF model. We elaborate
the theoretical framework in Sect. 4 and discuss possible sources
of limitation. In Sect. 5, we quantitatively prove, based on real-
istic simulations, that we are able to constrain the geometry of
the GMF from the polarized thermal dust emission. There, we
also investigate the impact of the dust density distribution on the
reconstructed GMF model. We discuss the quality of our GMF
reconstruction including possible bias in the best-fit parameters,
and their impact when tackling the Galactic synchrotron emis-
sion in Sect. 6. We finally summarize and conclude in Sect. 8.
2. Modeling & Implementation
In this section we review the modeling of the polarized diffuse
Galactic emission induced from relativistic electrons and from
dust grains. We start with the thermal dust emission which dom-
inates the polarized signal above 80 GHz and that is the only sig-
nificant foreground of the CMB at those frequencies (e.g. Planck
Collaboration XXX 2014). We then turn to the synchrotron emis-
sion that dominates the polarized signal below 80 GHz and that
also constitutes one of the significant contributions in intensity
maps at low frequency.
2.1. Thermal dust polarized emission
If the GMF is coherent in a given region of the sky, dielectric
prolate dust grains tend to align with their major axis perpen-
dicular to the field lines in the region and rotate with their spin
axis parallel to the field lines (e.g., Martin 2007; Fauvet et al.
2011a). As a consequence the thermal dust emission arising at
sub-millimeter and millimeter wavelengths is expected to be lin-
early polarized perpendicularly to the GMF lines as sketched in
Fig. 1. In addition, the optical polarized emission of stars is ex-
pected to be parallel to the GMF lines as being due to anisotropic
absorption in the plane of polarization.
The most up-to-date polarization data of the Galactic thermal
dust emission are those from the Planck satellite at 353 GHz
(Planck Collaboration Int. XXII 2015). The Planck Collabora-
ω
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of the polarization direction of the Galactic syn-
chrotron and dust thermal emission as a function of the Galactic mag-
netic field (GMF). For completeness we also show the direction of the
starlight polarization.
tion provided full-sky coverage maps in the three Stokes param-
eters representing linear polarization, namely I, Q and U. These
observables are projected quantities resulting from the integra-
tion of all infinitesimal contributions along the line-of-sight of
the thermal dust emission in intensity and polarization. To model
the diffuse emission from thermal dust, we adopt a parameteriza-
tion close to the one of Fauvet et al. (2011a), which has been sub-
sequently used by Jaffe et al. (2013) and Planck Collaboration
XLII (2016) and that, to the best of our knowledge, is also imple-
mented in the hammurabi code (Waelkens et al. 2009). However,
because the form of the misalignment term introduced in Fauvet
et al. (2011a) was not physically motivated, we decided to base
our implementation on a more physically motivated modeling of
the emission introduced by Lee & Draine (1985) and recently
reviewed in the Appendix B of Planck Collaboration Int. XX
(2015). The misalignment term is now fixed to a constant value.
This value reflects the average degree of alignment of a popu-
lation of dust grains according to the direction specified by the
GMF lines. We also make the assumption that the dust emission
comes from a single population of dust grains heated at the same
temperature from the interstellar radiation field. Relying on this
assumption we can impose a constant emissivity, a spatially con-
stant intrinsic degree of polarization, and a spatially constant de-
gree of misalignment of the dust grains with respect to the GMF
lines.
Specifically, we model the intensity and the linear polariza-
tion Stokes parameters as
Id(n) = dν
∫ +∞
0
dr nd(r,n)
{
1 + pd fma
(
2
3
− sin2 α(r,n)
)}
Qd(n) = dν p
d fma
∫ +∞
0
dr nd(r,n) sin2 α(r,n) cos[2 γ(r,n)]
Ud(n) = dν p
d fma
∫ +∞
0
dr nd(r,n) sin2 α(r,n) sin[2 γ(r,n)] (1)
where r is the radial distance from the observer along the line-
of-sight at sky position, n. The different terms in the equation
are:
– dν , the dust emissivity at observational frequency ν, which
is linked to the dust temperature through a grey-body’s law
(e.g. Planck Collaboration Int. XX 2015, Appendix B)
– pd, the so-called intrinsic degree of linear polarization of the
dust that depends on the properties of the dust grains. It rep-
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resents the maximum value of the degree of linear polariza-
tion of the radiation emitted by an hypothetical ensemble of
perfectly aligned dust grains from a small volume; it only
depends on the geometry of the dust grains
– fma, the misalignment term that, in general should depend on
the dust population. It characterizes the average tendency of
the dust grains to align with the magnetic field line
– nd(r, n), the three-dimensional Galactic dust grain density
– α(r, n), the inclination angle of the GMF line with the line
of sight at (r, n)
– γ(r, n), the so-called local polarization angle.
The local polarization angle is defined in the plane orthogonal
to the line of sight as the angle between the polarization vector
direction and the local meridian. Namely, expressed in terms of
the vector component of the ambient GMF, this angle reads
γ(r, n) =
1
2
arctan
( −2 Bθ(r, n) Bφ(r, n)
Bφ(r, n)2 − Bθ(r, n)2
)
(2)
with Bθ and Bφ the local transverse components of the magnetic
field in the local spherical coordinate basis (er, eθ, eφ) with eθ
pointing towards the South pole. Eq. 2 thus gives the polariza-
tion position angle of the polarization vectors stemming from the
small space volume in the HEALPix (or COSMO) convention
(Górski et al. 2005). This angle is defined in the range [0, 180[
degrees. Notice that, according to the dust emission model of Lee
& Draine (1985), none of the observables depends on the ampli-
tude of the magnetic field but only on its geometrical structure
through the angles α and γ.
With respect to the modeling of the dust emission reviewed
in (Planck Collaboration Int. XX 2015, Appendix B) and re-
parameterized above, we make the further assumption that the
emission intensity is independent of the GMF and thus reads as
Id(n) = dν
∫ +∞
0
dr nd(r,n) . (3)
In other words, we assume that the second term in the parenthesis
of the top equation of Eqs. 1 is negligible compared to the first
term. That hypothesis underlies all previous works in the field
(Fauvet et al. (2011a); Jaffe et al. (2013); Planck Collaboration
XLII (2016)). Relying on realistic simulations, we found that, in
pixel space, the relative difference is at most of 10 per cent (see
also Sect. 3).
In the past, polarized thermal dust has already been used
in an attempt to provide constraints on the large-scale GMF.
Page et al. (2007) showed that the 94 GHz band of the WMAP
satellite measured the thermal dust emission and used it to con-
strain the GMF; Fauvet et al. (2011a) used the 353-GHz data
from the ARCHEOPS4 balloon experiment in addition to the
WMAP satellite 22-GHz channel data (tracing the polarized dif-
fuse Galactic synchrotron emission) to constrain GMF models;
Jaffe et al. (2013) used the full-sky WMAP 94-GHz polarization
maps and showed that the diffuse Galactic emission observed at
this frequency is not compatible with GMF configuration that
fits best the polarized synchrotron emission as traced by the
WMAP low frequency data; and recently, Planck Collaboration
XLII (2016) used the 353-GHz data from Planck and showed
that the reconstructed GMF from the thermal dust emission is
in conflict with prediction from the synchrotron emission. That
discrepancy can be due to: (i) incorrect modeling of the Galac-
tic diffuse emission, (ii) systematic effects or bias in the data set
4 https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archeops
and (iii) to the fact that synchrotron and thermal dust polarized
emission do not probe exactly the same interstellar medium as
the relativistic electron density and the dust density might not be
related to one another over the whole Galaxy.
2.2. Synchrotron polarized emission
The diffuse Galactic synchrotron emission is produced by rela-
tivistic electrons that spiral around the GMF lines (Ginzburg &
Syrovatskii˘ 1966; Rybicki & Lightman 1979). This emission is
to be polarized perpendicularly to the GMF lines as sketched in
Fig. 1.
For the synchrotron emission we follow the modeling of
the emission presented by Page et al. (2007) and Fauvet et al.
(2011a) that relies on Rybicki & Lightman (1979). We adopt the
notation of Fauvet et al. (2011a). The linear polarization Stokes
parameters for the diffuse Galactic synchrotron emission read:
Is(n) = sν
∫ +∞
0
dr ne(r,n)
(
B⊥(r,n)2
)(s+1)/4
Qs(n) = sν ps
∫ +∞
0
dr ne(r,n)
(
B⊥(r,n)2
)(s+1)/4
cos[2γ(r,n)]
Us(n) = sν ps
∫ +∞
0
dr ne(r,n)
(
B⊥(r,n)2
)(s+1)/4
sin[2γ(r,n)] (4)
where sν is the synchrotron emissivity, ne(r,n) is the local den-
sity of relativistic electrons, ps is the intrinsic synchrotron polar-
ization fraction which is related to the relativistic electron energy
spectral index (s) as:
ps =
s + 1
s + 7/3
. (5)
The angle γ found in the expression of Qs and Us is the
same as in Eq.2. At each position in the space, it is computed
as being at 90 degrees to the direction that makes the projected
GMF line in the plane orthogonal to the line of sight. Notice that
B⊥(r,n)2 = B(r,n)2 sin2[α(r,n)], where the angle α(r,n) is the
same as in Eq. 1, i.e. is the inclination angle of the GMF vector
with respect to the line of sight.
If one assumes the relativistic electron spectral index to be
s = 3, what is of common use (see e.g. Page et al. 2007; Fau-
vet et al. 2011b), then the Stokes Qs and Us of the synchrotron
emission exhibit the same functional form on the angles α and
γ as the thermal dust emission. Though, the synchrotron emis-
sion depends on the amplitude of the GMF while the thermal
dust emission does not. Finally, we stress that the intensity of
the synchrotron emission is strongly dependent on the GMF am-
plitude and geometry, while as discussed above the intensity of
the thermal dust emission depends only weakly on them.
The polarized Galactic synchrotron emission has been
widely used in the literature to constrain the GMF. Page et al.
(2007) used the three-years full-sky maps from the WMAP satel-
lite at 22 GHz (the K-band) and fitted a parametric model using
the polarization position angles of the emission; Ruiz-Granados
et al. (2010) used the five-year WMAP polarization data at the
same frequency and search for the best fits of several parametric
models on a grid-based exploration of the parameter space; Sun
et al. (2008), Sun & Reich (2010), Jansson & Farrar (2012a),
Jansson & Farrar (2012b), Jaffe et al. (2010) and Jaffe et al.
(2013) built more sophisticated GMF models and used the same
WMAP data to constrain them, complementing or not the syn-
chrotron data with Faraday rotation or dispersion measures on
Galactic or extragalactic sources. Recently, Planck Collaboration
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XLII (2016) used the synchrotron data from the Planck satellite
to constrain GMF models previously constrained from WMAP
data and rotation measure data. The latter study has shown the
limitation of the models at reproducing the current data sets.
The full-sky maps from the WMAP (Bennett et al. 2013) and
Planck satellite (Planck Collaboration XXV 2016) in the fre-
quency range from 23 to 94 GHz are the best currently available
data sets to study the Galactic polarized synchrotron emission.
Currently, the QUIJOTE experiment5 is providing high quality
polarization data at low frequencies from 11 to 19 GHz (Rubiño-
Martín et al. 2017), but for the North equatorial hemisphere only.
The combination of this multi-frequency data sets is of great use
to constrain the GMF geometry and amplitude.
2.3. Implementation
To simulate the Stokes parameters I, Q and U of the polarized
diffuse thermal dust and synchrotron Galactic emission, we fol-
low Eqs. 1 and 4. Therefore, we first have to sample the three-
dimensional Galactic space, then we need to populate that space
by the interstellar medium matter content and by its magnetic
field. The integration along all the lines of sight of interest can
then be performed for the wanted emission.
We choose to sample the space according to a spherical coor-
dinate system centered on the Sun. The radial distance to the ob-
server is linearly sampled and we adopt the equal-area HEALPix
tessellation (Górski et al. 2005) to sample uniformly the angular
coordinates. We thus consider as many spherical shells as radial
bins. Then, the matter density distribution and the GMF mod-
els are evaluated at each three-dimensional locations along the
lines of sight. In this paper we consider parametric models ei-
ther for the matter density distribution than for the large-scale
GMF. We assume that these quantities are constant within the
elemental volume and we integrate them numerically as a sim-
ple sum. Our choice of the sampling of the Galactic space and
the overall implementation are thus similar to the one adopted in
the hammurabi code implementation (Waelkens et al. 2009) ex-
cept that we do not refine the angular grid as the radial distance
increases. We do not consider this simplification as a big issue
as it can be inferred from the discussion carried out in Sect. 4.1.
We wrote a self consistent suite of python codes that follows
the above implementation. We name it gpempy and make it pub-
licly available at the RADIOFOREGROUNDS web page6 where
we describe the architecture that is optimized for quick and user-
friendly simulations of the polarized sky.
3. Methodology & Simulations
In this section, we motivate and discuss the methodology with
which we intend to reconstruct the GMF from the polarized
Galactic diffuse emission.
The aim of this paper is to characterize to which accuracy the
GMF can be reconstructed from the diffuse polarized Galactic
emission. We present in this section the methodology used for
this reconstruction and the simulations used to validate it.
5 http://www.iac.es/proyectos.php?op1=7&op2=21&id=27&
lang=en
6 http://www.radioforegrounds.eu/pages/software/
gmf-reconstruction.php
3.1. Methodology
Based on the modeling of the emission presented in Eqs. 1 and
Eqs. 4, we can observe that the linear Stokes parameters result
from the non-trivial mixing of the matter density distribution and
the geometrical structure of the GMF. In order to constrain effi-
ciently, the GMF models, it seems important to search for a com-
bination of the observables that would be the less sensitive to the
matter density distribution, and/or that allows to separate at best
the two contributions.
To that concern, we notice that the thermal dust density is to
first order independent from the GMF (see Eq. 3). Furthermore,
the dust polarization emission is only affected by the geometry
of the GMF and not by its intensity. This two facts open the
possibility to constrain the dust density distribution separately
from the GMF and to reduce considerably the number of degree
of freedom in the fitting procedure. Ideally armed with a best-
fit model for the dust density distribution, one can then constrain
GMF models using the polarization. Here, we consider to use the
intensity normalized (or reduced) Stokes parameters qd = Qd/Id
and ud = Ud/Id rather than the Stokes Qd and Ud. This choice is
motivated by the fact that the reduced Stokes parameters qd and
ud can be regarded as the intensity weighted mean of the GMF
geometry. Therefore, we argue that the integrated GMF geome-
try dominates more these quantities than the dust density does.
Also, and for the same reason, we expect that possible biases
and/or mismodeling of the dust density distribution affect less
the final reconstruction of the GMF geometry.
In the case of the synchrotron emission, it is more difficult to
find an approach that separate at best the matter density distribu-
tion from the GMF. Furthermore, unlike the case of thermal dust
emission, it is risky to consider the reduced Stokes parameters at
low frequency as other Galactic emissions from the anomalous
microwave emission and the free-free are also important in in-
tensity. Thus, a careful separation of these Galactic components
is needed to safely compute the reduced synchrotron Stokes pa-
rameters qs = Qs/Is and us = Us/Is. By contrast, assuming that
a realistic modeling of the geometrical structure of the GMF can
be obtained from thermal dust emission, this model could then
be used to guide the fit in constraining simultaneously the rela-
tivistic electron density distribution and the GMF amplitude.
The remaining of the paper is to demonstrate that we can
effectively reconstruct the GMF from polarized Galactic ther-
mal dust emission and to assess the accuracy with which this is
achievable. We also discuss the main sources of limitation and
of uncertainties. Furthermore, a toy model simulation is used to
explore the possibility of extending the analysis to the Galactic
synchrotron emission.
3.2. Simulated maps
In this paper we consider gentle parametric models for the dust
density distribution and for the large-scale regular GMF. The
models are detailed in Appendix A.
We consider two models for the dust density distribution.
The first one is a simple disk with radial and height variation of
the density, producing the so-called ‘bell-shape’ of the Galaxy.
We refer to it as the ED (exponential disk) model. For the second
dust density model, the overall radial and height dependence of
the ED model is somehow modulated so that it implements four
spiral arms with maximum density at ninety degree from one an-
other in the horizontal plane of the Galaxy. We call this model
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Fig. 2. High-resolution simulations of the I, Q, U Stokes parameters (from left to right) obtained for S1 (top) and S2 (bottom). Units are supposedly
KCMB. Intensity map is given in colored-logarithmic scale and polarization maps in linear scale. Full-sky maps are in Galactic coordinates, centered
on the Galactic center. Galactic longitude decrease towards the right-hand side of the plots.
Table 1. The free parameters of the parametric models are given for the two dust density distribution models (ED and ARM4) and for the GMF
model (LSA). Column three gives the input values to create the S1 and S2 realistic simulations, Column four gives the ranges that are explored
during the MCMC analysis. Column five to seven give the best-fit parameter values and the corresponding 1σ MCMC uncertainties obtained for
the cases A, B and C described in Sect. 5.
models parameters input values explored ranges case A case B case C
ED ρ0 (kpc) 5.0 ]0, 100] 5.0048 ± 10−4 100.0 ± 10−6 – – –
z0 (kpc) 0.75 ]0, 10] 0.75135 ± 10−5 1.83333 ± 2 10−5 – – –
ARM4 p (◦) 24 ]0, 45] – – – – – – 24.0075 ± 0.0003
φ00 (◦) −76.868 [−90, 360] – – – – – – −76.934 ± 0.004
ρc (kpc) 0.7 ]0, 20] – – – – – – 0.721 ± 0.002
σρ (kpc) 8.0 ]1, 45] – – – – – – 7.994 ± 0.001
σz (kpc) 0.7 ]0, 8] – – – – – – 0.70133 ± 1.5 10−5
φ0 (◦) 15 ]0, 45] – – – – – – 15.0175 ± 0.0002
Ai=2,3,4 [1.0, 1.0 1.0] [10−3, 103] – – – – – – [1.002, 1.000, 0.999] ± 10−4
LSA ψ0 (◦) 27.0 ]0, 55] 26.980 ± 0.013 25.491 ± 0.009 26.980 ± 0.009
ψ1 (◦) 0.9 ] − 180, 360] 0.819 ± 0.030 1.595 ± 0.039 0.841 ± 0.039
χ0 (◦) 25.0 ] − 180, 180] 24.931 ± 0.122 27.057 ± 0.194 25.057 ± 0.145
z0 (kpc) 1.0 ]0, 20] 1.001 ± 0.006 1.24 ± 0.01 1.007 ± 0.007
ARM4. Such a model has already been considered in the past
(e.g., Jaffe et al. 2013).
For the magnetic field, we adopt the axisymmetric spiral
model with varying opening angle introduced by Page et al.
(2007). We follow them by referring to that model as the LSA
GMF model.
Using the LSA GMF model, the two dust density distribution
models and realistic noise maps we produce two sets of high-
resolution maps that realistically simulated the Planck 353-GHz
linear polarization Stokes parameter maps. The maps are shown
in Fig. 2 for Nside = 2048. These two sets, hereafter called S1
and S2 are defined as follows:
– S1 is built by combining the exponential-disk (ED) dust den-
sity model with the LSA GMF model; and,
– S2 is built by combining the four-spiral-arms dust density
model (ARM4) with the LSA GMF model.
We give the input values of the model parameters in Table 1. An
illustration of the input GMF is given in Fig. A.1.
To construct these maps we adopt a sampling of the Galac-
tic space defined by Nside = 1024 and a radial step of 0.2 kpc.7
We then upgrade the maps at Nside = 2048 to directly calibrate
the Galactic thermal dust emission of our simulated maps to the
measured one at 353 GHz by Planck. To add realistic Planck
noise, we consider the one derived from the difference between
the Stokes parameter maps obtained from the data corresponding
to the first and the second half mission of the Planck individual
pointings. In brief, the simulated Planck 353-GHz linear polar-
ization Stokes parameter maps are obtained as:
M = αS dust + NPlanck. (6)
M, S and N refer to I,Q,U, and α is the global calibration factor
that is computed by a linear fit to the Planck data independently
7 Using the user-friendly approach of the gpempy software this real-
ization can take up to 300 gigabyte of the RAM.
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for the intensity and the polarization data.
4. Fitting procedure in intensity and polarization for
the Galactic thermal dust emission
In this section we set the fitting procedure that we use to recon-
struct the GMF using the dust Galactic thermal dust emission.
The fit to the simulated data is performed in two steps. First,
we fit for the intensity in order to recover the dust grain density.
Second, we use the best-fit model of the dust grain density and
fit for the polarization maps (q, u) to recover the GMF. We rely
on MCMC technique to recover both the dust grain density and
the GMF. In the next section we apply this procedure on the re-
alistic simulations of the Planck data sets built in Sect. 3.2 and,
hence, demonstrate its validity.
4.1. Choice of fitted-map resolution
Current data sets, mainly those from the QUIJOTE experiment,
the WMAP satellite and in particular those from the Planck satel-
lite used in this paper, are provided as HEALPix high-resolution
maps (from few arcminutes to about 1 degree) with Nside pa-
rameter ranging from 256 (low resolution) to 2048 (high resolu-
tion). Although we have optimized our codes, producing simu-
lated maps of the diffuse Galactic emission at such resolutions is
extremely time consuming. To effectively adjust models to data,
large number of simulations is required. Inevitably we thus have
to work at a lower resolution than the native one of the data and
elaborate a framework to qualitatively compare the simulations
and the data.
We have tested the impact of the choice of the angular res-
olution of the HEALPix tessellation on the simulated observ-
ables for the models presented in Sect. 3.2 and for the para-
metric models presented in Appendix A. This comparison study
is illustrated in Fig. 3, where we represent the distribution of
the relative differences of the models as computed for Nside =
8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512 with respect to the ones computed
at Nside = 1024 and downgraded to the respective lower Nside
values. For each pixel, the relative differences is computed as
2(MHR − MLR)/(MHR + MLR), where the subscripts HR and LR
stand for High Resolution and Low Resolution, respectively; and
M represents any of the linear polarization Stokes parameters.
In Fig. 3, the dashed-red line represents the median of the
distribution of the Npix measurements of the relative difference,
the green-shaded region contains 68% of the pixels and the blue-
shaded region 95%. In that figure we see that a (sometime large)
scatter in pixel values arises due to the resolution at which the
simulations are computed. For parameter values kept fixed, the
scatter arose because, on maps, the features are less steep the
lower the adopted working resolution. From that observation,
one might therefore expect an overall shift in the parameter space
to reproduce the observed (but downgraded) features or tenden-
cies on the maps. In Section 6.2 we demonstrate that the need
of working at low resolution indeed introduces a shift in the pa-
rameter space that arise from the overall offset in pixel values.
We demonstrate that this ‘resolution bias’ can be very significant
on the recovered parameter values and that it needs to be taken
into account when considering and/or comparing fit results. Al-
together, it turns out to be important to work at the highest reso-
lution allowed by the computing facilities.
As also observed in Fig. 3, high and low angular-resolution
simulations agree on pixel values at the percent level starting
from Nside = 64 and the agreement increases as Nside increases.
We consider this precision more than sufficient given that in real-
istic cases the models are still too simplistic to capture the rich-
ness and the complexity of the data sets.
We also tested the impact of the adopted value for the radial
sampling (sampling along the line-of-sight). As far as we do not
pretend to model the very nearby structures, we found that the
radial step can be as large as few hundreds of parsecs. The dif-
ference in pixel space is more pronounced due to the adopted
angular sampling than due to the radial sampling. However, a
fine radial sampling would be essential as soon as rapidly vary-
ing features introduced in the modeling could intersect the Sun
neighborhood.
As a result, for the adjustment of the models to the data we
choose to simulate the maps at Nside = 64 and with a radial bin of
0.2 kpc. For the models that we consider in this paper, the com-
putation time of a full set of Stokes parameters maps is always
of the order of few tenths of a second. This was mandatory given
that we intent to run MCMC algorithm.
4.2. Likelihood definition
The parametric models described in Sections A.1 and A.2 are
used. Best-fit parameters are obtained by maximizing a Gaussian
likelihood function L, defined as
−1
2
lnL = (D − αM) C−1D (D − αM)T (7)
where D and M represent either the intensity, I, or the reduced
polarization parameters (q, u) for all pixels in the data and the
model maps, respectively.CD is the covariance matrix associated
to the uncertainties in the data, and α is an overall normalization
factor that is estimated for each model at each MCMC step via a
simple linear fit. The fit are performed using low resolution maps
at Nside = 64.
4.3. Estimation of the covariance matrix
The choice of the exact form for the noise covariance matrix is
not trivial when we think about the properties of the Planck data
at 353 GHz. In the case of the intensity we are in a highly sig-
nal dominated case over most of the sky and there is significant
intrinsic dispersion in the signal with respect to the complexity
of the models currently used in the literature. In polarization the
situation is slightly more complex as we are mainly in a sig-
nal dominated case close to the Galactic equator while at high
Galactic latitudes we are mainly in a noise dominated regime.
To account for this peculiarities we develop a hybrid approach
considering both statistical uncertainties and intrinsic signal dis-
persion.
In the case of the statistical uncertainties in the Stokes pa-
rameters, {I,Q,U}, we consider the block diagonal per-pixel co-
variance matrix maps released by the Planck collaboration at
Nside = 2048. We neglect the off-diagonal terms. To crosscheck
this working simplification we have evaluated the full noise co-
variance matrix for the reduced Stokes parameters q and u, rely-
ing on MC simulations. We find that they distribute around zero
and that for 90 per cent of the pixels we have |Cqu|/Cqq) ≤ 16.4%
and |Cqu|/Cuu) ≤ 16.3%.
We propagate the uncertainties (diagonal term of the covari-
ance matrix) at low resolution as
σ2D64;stat,i =
1
N2[2048,64]
∑
j∈i
σ2D2048;stat,j . (8)
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where σ2DNside ;stat,i
is the noise variance for a pixel i in the data
maps at the resolution given by Nside; and, N[2048,64] is the num-
ber of pixels in a Nside = 2048 map corresponding to a given
pixel in a Nside = 64 map. Furthermore, a first estimate of the
signal intrinsic dispersion can be obtained using the normalized
dispersion of the data at high resolution (Nside = 2048) corre-
sponding to pixel, i, of the low resolution (Nside = 64) map, as:
σ2D64;disp,i =
1
N[2048,64]
∑
j∈i
(
D2048; j − D64;i
)2
(9)
where D = {I,Q,U}8. Finally, we can define pseudo uncertain-
ties in the low resolution {I,Q,U} maps, which would account
for the intrinsic signal dispersion and the noise, as:
σD64 = max
(
σstat, σdisp
)
. (10)
These pseudo uncertainties are then propagated to the re-
duced Stokes parameters, q and u as it should:
σ2x =
1
I2
σ2X +
X2
I4
σ2I (11)
where x = X/I and X = {Q,U}. And so, we write the covariance
matrix for {q, u} as Cxx′ = diag{σ2x}.
4.4. MCMC implementation
In order to explore the parameter space, we used the emcee
MCMC software implemented in Python by Goodman & Weare
(2010). We run the MCMC code for several Markov chains until
the convergence criteria proposed by Gelman & Rubin (1992) is
fulfilled for all the model parameters. We tested for the conver-
gence every 100 MCMC steps. Due to the complex nature of the
problem at hand, local minima can be encountered by some of
the chains. The reason is that the χ2 hyper-surface exhibit nu-
merous and often sharp local minima. To remedy this problem,
we allow ourselves to proceed to chain selections based on the
corresponding value of the χ2. If not enough chains remain after
the selection, the MCMC is relaunched with the initial number of
walkers but with a Gaussian initialization of the parameter val-
ues centered on those that correspond to the minimum attained
χ2. Again, we wait for the convergence criteria to be fulfilled.
Note that we did not encounter this situation in this paper. After
the χ2-based selection, we always kept more than eighty per cent
of the initial walkers.
We constrain the parametric models by adjusting modeled
maps to the data in pixel space and at the resolution given by
Nside = 64. We use 250 Markov walkers for the intensity fits
and 100 for the polarization fits. The Markov chains are initial-
ized according to uniform distribution. For the exploration of
the parameter space, we consider non-informative prior, adopt-
ing top-hat distributions. The explored ranges of values of the
free parameters are given in Table 1 for the different fitted mod-
els. The results of different adjustments are presented in the next
section. In the more evolved cases, it was necessary to run the
MCMC for several thousands of steps. This implied the genera-
tion of few millions of magnetized dusty Milky Ways.
We have optimized the codes such that a MCMC realization
of a map is always a fraction of a second at the Nside = 64. The
computing time required for such a converged MCMC fit to be
8 Notice that, we do not consider the mixing of Q and U due to parallel
transport when averaging over pixels.
Table 2. Reduced χ2 values for the best-fit in intensity and in polariza-
tion for the three study cases.
fitted data case A case B case C
I 1.02 1.9 105 1.33
(q, u) 1.935 9.38 1.937
reached is at the day scale running on twelve cores. We are lim-
ited by the efficiency of the basic Python functions to compute
the functional forms of the models, such as the hyperbolic co-
sine. We expect the computing time to be larger in cases where
the adopted models cannot fit well the data as more steps will be
necessary for the convergence criterion to be fulfilled.
5. Reconstruction of the dust density and of the
GMF
In this section we use the realistic simulations S1 and S2 to
demonstrate that we can retrieve the input GMF model from the
‘observed’ thermal dust emission using the approach described
above. In other words, we prove that the first step of our global
attempt to constrain the GMF from the Galactic polarized dif-
fuse emission is achievable. We divide the GMF reconstruction
from dust emission in two steps. A first fit is performed on the
intensity map in order to obtain the best-fit model of the dust
density distribution (nd). In the second stage we use the best-fit
nd model as an input to constrain the GMF model by fitting the
(q, u) polarization maps.
We consider the following cases:
– Case A: Fit the S1 simulations using the ED model for the
dust density and the LSA model for the GMF
– Case B: Fit the S2 simulations using the ED model for the
dust density and the LSA model for the GMF
– Case C: Fit the S2 simulations using the ARM4 model for
the dust density and the LSA model for the GMF
Case A allows us to validate the methodology in a relatively
simple model and is thus appropriated to diagnose possible is-
sues. Case B is of interest because it helps us to evaluate the
impact of the poor knowledge of the dust density distribution on
the GMF reconstruction. This situation is likely to occur when
tackling real data given the high level of richness and complexity
contained in the data set. Case C helps us to evaluate the possible
effect of the loss of information due to line-of-sight integration
(i) on the modeling of the intensity map and (ii) to evaluate the
effect of the propagation of this source of uncertainty on the re-
construction of the three-dimensional GMF.
The obtained best-fit parameter values are reported in Ta-
ble 1, both for the intensity and the polarization fits. The obtained
values of the reduced χ2 for each case are reported in Table 2. Let
us emphasize that, according to our procedure, the fit in polar-
ization is not strictly independent on the fit of the intensity map.
5.1. Reconstruction of the dust density
The first steps in our fitting procedure is to provide best-fit
parameter values for the dust density distribution model from a
fit on the intensity map using the MCMC procedure for intensity
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Fig. 3. Distribution of the relative difference per pixel between low resolution maps produced at several HEALPix Nside (shown in the x-axis)
and the high resolution map at Nside = 1024 downgraded to equivalent resolution for the signal term of the S2 simulated maps (see Sect. 3.2, but
without noise.). From left to right, we present this distribution for Stokes parameter I, Q and U. The shaded-blue (-green) regions contains the
95% (68%) of the total number of pixels. Approximate pixel size at each Nside are given in degree on the upper scale of the x axis.
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Fig. 4. From left to right are shown the maps corresponding to the modified Stokes I, q and u. (top) data from the S1 simulation downgraded to
Nside = 64, (middle) best-fit maps obtained while assuming the dust distribution follows an ED model and the GMF the LSA model (Case A in the
text), and (bottom) the significance of the residuals. The color scale of the last row range from -5 to 5.
described in Sect. 4.
The main results for the intensity fit for case A are shown in
the first column of Fig. 4. We observe that we obtain a good-
fit to the data with χ2 = 1.02 and residuals consistent with
noise. These results are as one would expect and allow us to
validate our procedure. Nevertheless, we also see that the sig-
nificance of the residuals increases (first towards positive values
and suddenly towards negative values) while getting closer to the
Galactic equator. This behavior actually takes its origin in the
resolution bias. It is indeed close to the Galactic plane that the
functional forms of the dust density are allowed to vary quickly.
Therefore, it is from those locations (then projected on the sky)
that the loss in space-sampling resolution has the larger effect.
For case B and C, the intensity fit results are shown in Fig. 5.
The best-fit model and residuals are shown in rows 2 (3) and 4
(5) for case B (C), respectively.
For case C, we obtain a good fit to the data with χ2 = 1.33.
The residuals are largely consistent with noise. Similar com-
ments as for case A hold. The significance of the residuals even
shows some structures and is slightly larger due to the somewhat
larger complexity of the underlying model. From this reconstruc-
tion we conclude that, despite the line-of-sight integration, and
assuming to have the right model at hand, we are able to retrieve
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Fig. 5. From left to right are shown the maps corresponding to the modified Stokes I, q and u. (top) data from the S2 simulation downgraded
to Nside = 64 (second row) best-fit maps obtained while assuming the dust distribution follows an ED model (case B) (third row) best-fit maps
obtained while assuming the dust distribution follows an ARM4 model (case C). The two last rows show the significance of the residuals fro the
case B (4th row) and the case C (5th row). For the case B, the color scales range from -500 and 500 and from -15 to 15 for the intensity and the
polarization, respectively. For the case C, color scales range from -5 to 5, as in Fig. 4.
the parameters of a complex dust density distribution with rea-
sonable confidence. This achievement is possible thanks to the
very large number of data points.
From the results of case A and C, we conclude that the recon-
struction of the dust density distribution is not perfect especially
in the Galactic equatorial region. This is likely because of the
resolution bias discussed in Sect. 4.1. In Section 6.2 we explore
the effect of this bias on the recovered parameter values for the
simplest (ED) model and validate this interpretation.
Finally, for case B, the fitting to the intensity data is very
poor with a reduced χ2 of 1.9 105. This is as expected because
the fitted intensity model cannot reproduce the complexity of the
intensity signal injected in simulation S2. The significance of
the residuals are large both in and outside the Galactic equato-
rial region. Although, we cannot directly extrapolate the results
obtained here, it allows us to anticipate on the issues we would
face with real data sets. In particular, we can conclude that for
obtaining a good fit to the thermal dust intensity data we need a
realistic modeling of the 3D distribution of dust grain density.
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5.2. Reconstruction of the GMF
Having found best-fit models for the intensity map, we use the
best-fit values of the parameters to populate the Galaxy with dust
density distribution and then to constrain the underlying GMF
model using MCMC fit on the polarization maps.
In practice, we use the best-fit parameter values obtained
above to evaluate the dust density at all locations of the sampled
space. Then, using a MCMC sampling we vary the four param-
eters of the GMF model (given in Eqs. A.7), integrate along the
line-of-sight the elemental emitting volumes following Eqs. 1 to
produce the Q and U maps, normalize these simulated maps by
the best-fit intensity map to obtain the q and u maps. Finally, we
proceed to the comparison of the simulated data and the com-
puted model by maximizing the likelihood function described in
Section 4.2.
The best-fit maps are presented in the second and third
columns of Fig. 4, second row, for case A, and on Fig. 5, sec-
ond and third rows, for the case B and C, respectively. The maps
of the significance of the residuals are also shown in the last rows
of the figures.
From the comparison of the input and best-fit (q, u) maps of
case A and case C, it appears that we are able to provide good fit
to the data sets. This is confirmed by the maps of the significance
of the residuals, and by the reduced χ2 values of Table 2. The
best-fit values of the GMF parameters are reported in Table 1
along with their marginalized uncertainties at the 1σ level. It
is seen that the best-fit parameter values and the input ones are
very close even if the latter do not stand within the 1σ confidence
level. Again, we argue that the observed difference is due to the
resolution bias presented in Section 4.1 and that we discuss in
more details in Section 6.2.
Unlike what we obtained for the intensity fit, we do not ob-
serve particular trend or feature in the residual maps near the
Galactic equator. The fitting problem from the resolution bias is
likely dimmed by the fact that we consider the reduced Stokes
parameters.
For case B, we note that the residuals are significanly larger
than for the other two cases. We observe a lack in the signal am-
plitude of the best-fit polarization maps with respect to the input
ones. Nevertheless, we see that we are able to capture the correct
sky location of the extrema of the reduced Stokes parameters. In-
spection of Table 1 shows us that the best-fit values of the GMF
parameter are close to the input ones. While the agreement is
globally worst than in case A and C, we see that the agreement
is better for the parameters of the spiral shape of the GMF than
those of the X-shape (see Appendix A.2).
The reconstructed geometrical structures of the GMF corre-
sponding to the cases A, B and C best-fit parameters are shown in
Fig. 6, and can be compared to the input one shown in Fig. A.1.
These figures illustrate qualitatively the fact that we are indeed
able to reconstruct (i.e. constrain) the geometry of the GMF from
the observation of the polarized thermal dust emission in the
three cases discussed above. A more quantitative comparison of
the reconstructed GMF geometry is given in Sect. 6.1.
6. Discussion
6.1. Quality of the reconstructed GMF
In this subsection, we compare quantitatively the GMF geomet-
rical structures that we reconstructed by fitting the polarization
maps for case A, B and C (see Figure 6) to the input model
shown in A.1. At each location of the Galactic space considered
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Fig. 6. From top to bottom we show the reconstructed GMF structures
in the XY plane (top) and XZ plane (bottom) in case A, case B and
case C, respectively. See text for details. Similar plot for the input GMF
model is shown in Fig. A.1.
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Fig. 7. Histograms of the angle differences (in degree) between the best
reconstructions of the GMF and the input one computed at every loca-
tion of the sampled Galactic space. From top to bottom are shown the
differences of the pitch angles, the tilt angles, the inclination angles and
the position angles (see text). Case C overlaps case A in tilt and position
angle differences.
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Fig. 8. Histogram of the differences of the polarization position angles
between the data and the best-fits. The polarization position angles are
deduced from the q and u maps both from the downgraded simulations
(S1 and S2 but without the Planck noise) and from the best-fit maps.
when computing the polarization observables (see Sect. 2), we
consider two sets of angles that determine the orientation of the
GMF lines. First in the cylindrical coordinate system centered on
the Galactic center (with the z axis perpendicular to the Galactic
equator) we define the angles p and χ, and second in the spher-
ical coordinate system centered on the Sun, the angles α and γ.
In the first scheme, p, the pitch angle, is the angle that makes the
GMF line with eφ, and χ, the tilt angle, is the angle that makes
the field line with planes parallel to the Galactic plane (z con-
stant). χ is the complementary to the angle made by the GMF
line with ez and characterizes the out-of-plane GMF component.
In the second scheme, α is the inclination angle that makes the
field line relative to the line of sight and γ the position angle in
the plane orthogonal to it. Let ξˆr be any of the angles defined
above and measured for the input GMF model and ξˆ the same
angle but for the reconstructed GMF models. We compute the
angle difference as
∆2(ξˆ, ξˆr) = arctan
(
tan(ξˆ − ξˆr)
)
. (12)
This angle takes values between -90 and 90 degrees (-90 and 90
corresponding to the same configuration).
To quantify the goodness of the reconstructed GMF struc-
tures, we compute at each location the ∆2(ξˆ, ξˆr) for the angles
between the field lines of a best-fit GMF model and the field
lines of the input GMF model. We generate histograms of the
angle differences. An hypothetical perfect reconstruction would
lead to a single bin centered in zero. The histograms for the three
reconstruction cases are presented in Fig. 7 for the four angles
discussed above. Cases A, B and C are shown on the same plots
for comparison.
For case A and case C, the difference between the pitch and
the tilt angles measured at all locations of the sampled Galaxy
never exceeds one degree. The two reconstruction are excellent.
For case B, the departure is slightly larger. The maximal devi-
ation are about three and four degree. The distribution for the
whole sampled space, however, peak at about two degree and are
centered on zero. We consider the reconstruction of the GMF ge-
ometry in case B as being fair given the large difference between
the modeled dust density distribution and the recovered one. Let
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Fig. 9. Significance of the resolution bias of the best-fit parameter val-
ues as compared to the input parameter values as a function of the Nside
value used to generate the models in the MCMC algorithm. for simu-
lation S1. Top panel shows the two parameters of the ED dust density
distribution and bottom panel shows that behavior for the four GMF
parameters.
us emphasize that such an achievement is possible because we
fit the GMF parametric model to the data using reduced Stokes
parameters.
We can also compare the best-fit models to the input one via
the difference of the polarization position angles in the maps. For
this we use the acute angle, defined between 0 and 90 degree as
∆ψˆr, ψˆ = 90
◦ − |90◦ − |ψˆ − ψˆr|| (13)
where the consecutive absolute values take into account the axial
nature of the polarization vectors, i.e. that only their orientation
are relevant. In Fig. 8 we show the difference of polarization po-
sition angles as defined before. We observe that the reconstruc-
tion is excellent for case A and very good for case C, with a
distribution peaked at zero and about 95 % of the pixels below
0.1 and 4 degrees, respectively. For case B the results are worse
with a distribution also peaked at zero but with a larger scatter
(95 % of the pixels below 20 degrees).
6.2. Resolution induced bias
In Sect. 4.1 we discussed that we expect a shift in the parameter
space of the best-fit parameter values as compared to the input
ones. We argued that this shift results mainly from the fact that
we cannot efficiently compute (too time consuming for a MCMC
approach) simulations of the Galactic emission at the resolution
of the Planck maps (Nside = 2048) and so we do it at significantly
lower resolution (Nside = 64). Here, we explicitly illustrate this
effect.
We consider the case of fitting the realistic simulation S1
because the underlying dust density distribution model is the
smoothest so the loss of information due to line-of-sight inte-
gration is expected to be the less important, if any. That is, for
this case the source of bias in recovered parameter values mainly
comes from the effect of the simulation resolution. To demon-
strate the significance of the resolution bias we performed the
MCMC fits of the intensity map and of the polarization maps at
the Nside values of 8, 16 and 32, in addition to the fits in Nside
= 64 presented in the core of the paper. For the two parameters
of the dust density distribution and for the four parameters of
the GMF, we then evaluate, in sigma units, the difference be-
tween the best-fit parameters and the input ones: |p0 − pˆ|/σpˆ.
Here, p0 is the input-parameter value, pˆ is the best-fit parameter
value corresponding to the minimum χ2 and σ pˆ is computed as
being the standard deviation of the marginalized distribution of
the considered parameter as sampled by the MCMC algorithm.
The results of this analysis are shown in Fig. 9. Globally the
best-fit parameters converge towards the input values as the res-
olution of the model used in the MCMC analysis increases. The
convergence is however not trivial and depends upon the con-
sidered parameter and also on its input values. To this respect,
notice that for some parameters the best-fit values may oscillate
around the input across the Nside values. The value of the reduced
χ2 obtained at the different resolutions go from 984 to 1.02 for
the intensity fits and from 24.2 to 1.935 for the fits of the (q, u)
maps.
We have also checked that this bias is indeed due to the
working resolution and not caused by internal errors in the im-
plementation of the MCMC algorithm or of the modeling. For
this we produced additional realistically-simulated data directly
computed at the resolution of the models used in the MCMC
procedure, and performed the MCMC fitting. We did this analy-
sis for different models of the Galactic dust density distribution
and of the GMF model and found that the obtained best-fit val-
ues correspond to the input ones within the uncertainties even
for the very low values of Nside.
We conclude that due to the resolution bias the values of the
best-fit parameters for dust density distribution and the GMF
models need to be taken with caution. Furthermore, the best-
fit parameters obtained at a given resolution should not be used
at other resolutions. Formally speaking, it should be possible to
account for such a bias in the definition of the likelihood func-
tion. However, we have observed that the bias depends strongly
both on the parametric form of the models and on the parameter
values themselves. Therefore, accounting for it is cumbersome
and goes beyond the scope of this paper. Overcoming the reso-
lution bias will be mandatory once the models to be fitted to the
real data sets will be sufficiently evolved to account for all the
complexity and the richness contained in them. For now, we no-
tice that this bias exists and that the larger the Nside value of the
working resolution, the smaller the bias is.
7. Proof of concept for future synchrotron analysis
As shown in Sect. 2.2, in the case of the modeling of the Galac-
tic synchrotron emission the relativistic electron density distri-
bution and the GMF have significant contributions both in in-
tensity and polarization. Therefore, they need to be constrained
simultaneously. Furthermore, at low frequency where the syn-
chrotron emission is dominant there is also significant contri-
butions in intensity from other Galactic emissions like free-free
and the Anomalous Microwave Emission (AME). As a conse-
quence, it is difficult to find a frequency fully dominated by
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Fig. 10. Maps of the synchrotron emission. Columns correspond to the maps of I, q, u and polarization position angles (in the IAU convention).
The first row correspond to synchrotron emission when the original GMF model is adopted. For the second row, the adopted GMF corresponds
to the best-fit obtained from the analysis of dust maps, case B. In the third row, we present the relative difference of the intensity maps. For the
polarization angles, we display the acute angles between the polarization vectors.
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Fig. 11. Acute angle histogram comparing the polarization vector ori-
entations from the synchrotron emission assuming the original GMF
model and the worst one from dust analysis (case B). Angles are in de-
gree.
synchrotron emission. The spectral index of the Galactic syn-
chrotron emission, when not fixed, is also often constrained si-
multaneously with the Galactic relativistic electron density and
the GMF. All this complexity will reflect in terms of degeneracy
between best-fit parameters when using maximum-likelihood
methods to reconstruct the GMF from the Galactic synchrotron
emission. Here, relying on simulations, we investigate in a toy
model if we can safely use the constraints obtained on the geom-
etry of the GMF from the Galactic thermal dust emission analy-
sis to help the fit of the Galactic synchrotron emission maps.
We assume a relatively simple density distribution for the
Galactic relativistic electrons. We adopt the same four-arm den-
sity distribution model as the one used to produce the S2 thermal
dust simulations. However, as we expect relativistic electron dis-
tribution to be more peaked towards the Galactic center, we di-
vide the scaling parameters by a factor of two. We then produce,
directly at Nside = 64, the intensity and polarization maps of
the synchrotron emission at a reference frequency according to
Eqs. 4. We consider two cases in terms of the GMF distribution.
In the first one, we use the input parameter of the GMF given
in Table 1, and in the second, the best-fit parameters from the
fit of the thermal dust emission discussed in Sect. 5.2. We use
the GMF reconstruction from case B, where the incorrect dust
density distribution model was used, which it is more likely to
correspond to what we would obtain in the case of real data sets
and produces the worst reconstruction of the GMF geometrical
structure.
Using gpempy, we computed the intensity and polarization
maps corresponding to the Galactic synchrotron emission in the
two cases presented above. We show them in Fig. 10. In that
figure we also show the position angles of the polarization vec-
tors deduced from the Stokes Q and U parameters. The maps
obtained from the two GMF look very similar. In pixel space,
the relative difference of the intensity exceeds the ten per cent
threshold for only five per cent of the sky. The relative difference
of the polarization degree (not shown) exceeds the ten per cent
threshold for less than one per cent of the sky. The agreement
in the polarization position angle is also remarkable as also in-
ferred from Fig. 11 where we show the histogram of the acute
angles (Eq. 13) between the polarization vectors corresponding
to the two realizations of the synchrotron sky. It shows that the
position angles agree at the 3 degree level almost for 95% of the
lines of sight.
From these results we conclude that the GMF model recon-
structed from the Galactic thermal dust emission analysis, even
in the worst case, can be used at low frequency as an input, i.e.
a prior, to model the Galactic synchrotron emission and obtain
constraints on the population of relativistic electrons. In this sec-
tion we thus finally validated on a toy model the overall method-
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ology proposed in Sect. 3 with which we intend to provide strin-
gent constraints on the GMF from polarized Galactic emission.
8. Summary & Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a methodology to constrain the
GMF using the polarized diffuse Galactic emission at microwave
and millimeter frequencies. Relying on the modeling of the
Galactic synchrotron and the thermal dust emission mechanisms
in intensity and polarization we build a step-by-step methodol-
ogy to divide and to simplify at most the fitting procedure. First,
assuming the Galactic thermal dust intensity to be independent
of the GMF, we can obtain a fair representation of the dust den-
sity distribution across the Galaxy. Second, we use the recovered
thermal dust density to fit the Galactic thermal dust polarization
and so, to constrain the geometrical structure of the GMF. Fi-
nally, we can use the best-fit model of the geometry of the GMF
as an input to constrain simultaneously the GMF amplitude and
the Galactic relativistic electron density distribution by fitting
synchrotron maps in intensity and polarization. We have devel-
oped this methodology to keep the fitting procedure simple and
feasible within a MCMC framework. This allows us to efficiently
diagnose and remedy possible mis-modeling effects and param-
eter degeneracies.
Relying on two sets of realistic simulations of the thermal
polarized Galactic thermal dust emission, we demonstrate that
it is possible to provide strong constraints on the large-scale ge-
ometry of the GMF. We are indeed able to provide excellent to
fair reconstruction of the GMF geometrical structure, even in
the case where we adopt a too simplistic model (different and
simpler parameterization with respect to the input one) for the
Galactic dust density distribution. The latter case is likely to be
representative of what happens when dealing with real data sets
given the very complex and rich nature of the Galactic thermal
dust emission in intensity. These good results are possible thanks
to the fitting of the reduced Stokes parameters (i.e. normalized
to the intensity) that reduces the variations in the thermal dust
polarization data induced by variations of the thermal density
along the line-of-sight. Validating our procedure on simulations
also allowed us to highlight and discuss sources of systematic ef-
fects that, to the best of our knowledge, were never discussed in
the literature. For example, the use of low resolution maps in the
MCMC procedure (which is mandatory to keep the computing
time reasonable) introduces bias in the best-fit GMF parameters.
We finally showed that it seems possible to tackle the recon-
struction of the distribution of the Galactic relativistic electrons
by fitting the Galactic synchrotron emission using the best-fit of
the GMF geometry obtained from the dust analysis as a prior.
In a companion paper, we apply our methodology to the
Planck 353-GHz data, which are dominated by the Galactic ther-
mal dust polarization emission. We provide a first demonstration
that large-scale GMF models can effectively be constrained us-
ing Galactic thermal dust polarization data alone.
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Appendix A: Parametric 3D models of the dust
density distribution and of the GMF
In this paper we consider a particular set of models for the dust
density distribution and the GMF. These parametric models are
described below.
Appendix A.1: Dust density distribution model
For the dust density distribution, we adopt two parametric mod-
els. The first model simply assumes a dust density that varies
smoothly according to radial and height functions. It is a com-
mon model that has been introduce to reproduce the bell-shape
of the Galaxy. It is also known as the exponential disk model.
The second model is more complex as it allows the construction
of logarithmic spiral arms in a similar fashion as the dust density
distribution model presented by Jaffe et al. (2013). The two mod-
els are parameterized in cylindrical coordinate (ρ, φ, z) centered
on the Galactic center.
Appendix A.1.1: Exponential Disk (ED)
According to this model, the dust density distribution takes the
parametric form:
nd(ρ, z) = A0
exp(−ρ/ρ0)
(cosh(z/z0))2
. (A.1)
This model has two free parameters ρ0, z0 to be fitted to the data.
The global amplitude is absorbed in the maximum-profile likeli-
hood computation and is thus irrelevant.
Appendix A.1.2: 4 Spiral Arms (ARM4)
In this case, the dust density distribution is obtained by summing
the contributions of four logarithmic spiral arms. In this imple-
mentation, and up to a relative amplitude, the arms are assumed
to be identical with a rotation of ninety degrees. Our implemen-
tation reads as:
nd(ρ, φ, z) = A0
exp(−(ρ − ρc)2/(2ρ20))
(cosh(z/z0))2
S(ρ, φ) (A.2)
where the function S encodes the logarithmic spiral pattern as:
S(ρ, φ) =
∑
i
Ai exp −(φ − φs,i)2
2φ20
 (A.3)
and
φs,i =
1
tan(p)
log(ρ/ρ0,i) , (A.4)
ρ0,i = exp
(
φ0,i tan(p)
)
, (A.5)
φ0,i =φ00 + i pi/2 , (A.6)
with i = {1, 2, 3, 4}, φ00 the angular starting point of the fourth
arm and p the pitch angle of the logarithmic spirals. This para-
metric model has nine free parameters to be fitted to the data
ρ0, ρc, z0, φ0, φ00, p and three relative amplitudes for the spiral
arms. As for the ED model, the global amplitude is irrelevant.
Appendix A.2: Galactic Magnetic Field model
Throughout this paper, we adopt the GMF model proposed by
Page et al. (2007). We choose this model because, despite its
relatively simple form and low number of parameters (four), it
encodes a large variety of possible geometrical structures for the
GMF lines. Basically, the Page et al. (2007) GMF model is an ex-
tension of the Axi-Symmetric Spiral class of models where the
pitch angle defining the spiral structure depends on the radial dis-
tance to the polar axis passing through the center of the Galaxy.
To parameterize the model, a cylindrical coordinate system cen-
tered on the Galactic center is used. We adopt the convention that
ez = eρ × eφ with positive ez pointing toward the North Galactic
pole. In cylindrical coordinates centered on the Galactic center,
the GMF components take the form
Bρ = B0 sin(ψ(ρ)) cos(χ(z))
Bφ = B0 cos(ψ(ρ)) cos(χ(z))
Bz = B0 sin(χ(z)) (A.7)
where
ψ(ρ) = ψ0 + ψ1 ln
(
ρ
ρ0
)
(A.8)
constrains the GMF lines to follow a spiral pattern with variable
pitch angle and
χ(z) = χ0 tanh
(
z
z0
)
(A.9)
accounts for the so-called tilt angle responsible for the X-shape
(or out-of-the-plane) component of the GMF (Jansson & Farrar
2012a). Page et al. (2007) considered B0 to be constant through
space, fixed the parameters ρ0 at the value of the Sun radius
(8.0 kpc) and z0 = 1.0 kpc, and fitted the remaining three free
parameters. Here, we follow them in fixing ρ0 = 8.0 kpc so that
ψ0 represents the pitch angle of the GMF at the Sun radius. How-
ever, z0 is considered as a free parameter in this paper. For con-
venience we refer to this model as to the LSA GMF model.
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Fig. A.1. GMF structures in the XY plane (top) and XZ plane (bottom)
for the input LSA model used as an input to build the S1 and S2 realistic
simulations.
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